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Regional Place Brand

The following was presented to group of stakeholders at a place brand launch event on Monday, April 8th, 2019.



Late in 2018, a large group of Brandon stakeholders participated in a discussion session that got the place brand process started.

Building from those findings and working collaboratively with Travel Manitoba and the Brandon Champions, our team at McKim Communications Group 
developed a creative brief. 

The brief served as a touchstone for McKim’s creative team in developing a unique, differentiating brand expression for Brandon.  
 



Increase visitation: 
1. Events and meetings 
2. Weekenders from Winnipeg 
3. Travellers from outside Manitoba

The brief summarized The Project Goals, which are to Increase visitation to Brandon with 3 key audiences

1. Events and meetings
2. Weekend travellers from Winnipeg
3. Longer haul travellers from outside Manitoba, coming for specific events.

Important things we learned during the stakeholder session and from additional research…



Brandon has a broad base of tourism products and events but has not established a marquee product. Because Brandon does so much, it didn't make 
sense from a tourism perspective to focus on just one thing.



Brandon First has had great success in bringing top events to Brandon, but needs a refreshed brand and tools in order to accelerate growth. 

And we heard in the branding sessions that we have to get people here so they “get it” — once they know what this place has to offer and they will return, 
again and again. 



Manitoba’s second largest city can leverage its duality by marketing its strengths. 

And more so than any other community in Manitoba that claims it — here big city amenities are combined with small town charm and hospitality. Blend 
that with the appeal of specific interests that will appeal to diverse target audiences and Brandon has something quite vibrant.



Brandon’s deeply held identity as the Wheat City was acknowledged as holding relevance for many citizens but not being a compelling tourism brand.

It shapes who you are as a community, and where you come from, but it does not capture the essence of who you are working to become. 



And Brandon is not the same city it was 10 years ago. And it will not be the same city 10 years from now. So at McKim, we knew we needed to create brand 
that could grow with the city.



host city
commitment to hospitality

elevates experiences

Brandon has worked hard to earn its reputation as a great host city through its commitment to hospitality; to being the kind of host that elevates the 
experience of its guests so after the first time, they won’t hesitate to come back.



Your Brandon Brand

There is a feeling in Brandon - a momentum fuelled by pride, drive and imagination that is almost tangible. We tapped into this feeling and channelled it 
into development of your new brand.

More so than any other place we’ve worked with, this is a brand built around the spirit of the people who live here. 



Beyond those insights, our creative team need visual inspiration to conceive the brand expression. 

So they drew from the remarkable prairie skies over Brandon that are not a ubiquitous blue. Sunsets are often yellow or orange. And stormy skies can be 
purple and red. Someone from the discussion said Brandon often has scary skies. So the design team thought this was something worth exploring.



Brandon’s in a valley and surrounded by hilly terrain which is rare in Manitoba — so it’s a unique feature the team considered. 

And the Assiniboine River is another unique attribute — it’s such a undulating river, particularly the section that flows past Brandon, it twists and turns 
back on itself so many times — that’s probably why it’s so problematic. 

And again, that’s an unique physical feature that the creative team takes inspiration from.



And beyond the physical features we needed to draw from the character of this place. And one of the creative thought starters was this idea of 
“connection.”

You see that when people come together. Your high level of volunteerism, commitment to hospitality supports your goal of increasing visitation through 
through events and meetings.

You definitely see it in the effort that the city puts into hosting events. People come together to greet visitors and newcomers and ideas with open arms 
and to delight visitors with vibrant events and attitudes…



So our task was to capture the feeling of this progressive and dynamic place whose tourism essence is predicated on the idea of bringing people 
together…



And in developing your logo, we needed to keep it bold and simple…



— and not so specific it couldn't grow with you…



Here’s where we landed. It feels modern, substantial and is certainly vibrant. 

The colours are drawn from this place, the skies over it and the river that runs through it. The undulating graphic references the river and the paths along 
it, it also suggests the rolling hills and represents the warm embrace of this city’s people.

It’s a path that leads visitors to place so welcoming, ultimately it…



Brings you back. 

This confident statement boldly proclaims — once you experience this place, we know you’ll come back. 

It also could suggest a return to a simpler time when hospitality wasn’t an industry, it was a principle. You’ve retained that spirit. 

So that’s the story your new place brand visual expression and positioning line reflects.



And of course our design team has developed various versions of the logo for all potential uses.



And we’ve provided guidelines and a tool kit to ensure consistent application of the brand (CLICK) and to guide typography, photography, colour, etcetera.

And the toolkit includes some sample applications inspire your team here, when they develop campaign marketing material to promote the city… 



Conventions and Events print ad

We’ll start with a sample ad promoting Conventions and Events so you can see how all the elements might come together…



Our greatest amenity is an entire city  
standing ready to greet you.
 
When it comes to hospitality, a little goes a long way. In Brandon’s case it shows up everywhere. From event staff at our top end facilities to the people you 
meet around town, we celebrate our ability to turn strangers into repeat guests. So enjoy food, festivities and hospitality that’s always worth returning for. 
Brandon brings you back.



Tourism print ad

Here is a mock up of a potential tourism ad, featuring the Commonwealth Air Training Plan Museum and speaking to our Armed Forces heritage.



Here, exploring the past is worth looking forward to.

We celebrate our roots and embrace our guests like few other cities can. Whether you seek history or nature, nightlife or romance, you’ll meet a growing 
city that still believes in small town hospitality. In Brandon, every great experience will have you planning your next visit. Brandon brings you back.
 
In this context — even though we’re promoting something historical in nature, the look and feel of the branding lends a progressive energy to the ad.



Tourism online ad

Here’s what an animated digital ad might look like — this one promoting general tourism



This shows various steps in the animation for what could be a digital ad



Here’s what a highway sign might look like.



This is how it might look in context.



Here is a very basic conceptual tourism website just to give you an idea of how the brand feels when applied.
 
This layout reflects what some other centres are doing. It gets right into the attractions so that your are immediately drawn into exploring what you can do 
and see in Brandon.



Of course, this is a quick look at what can be done from a layout perspective. A more comprehensive look
at your needs and goals regarding various attractions would have to be done if we were developing a full site.



So this is an a example of an online itinerary that people might find on your website. 
This could be a valuable tool in helping visitors quickly understand what you have to offer and to give them a reason to visit.

So perhaps in half a day itinterary, you could choose between 5 things to do or get them all in.



So there would be a listing of those things



Along with a little copy and perhaps a link to each site



And a map so you could find them.



So in adopting a new this new brand, you may look at refreshing that aspect of your website, in this way, as the site takes on a whole new look and feel 
and reflects the new brand.



So this is brand that’s true now — and has the flexibility and breadth to grow along with your tourism offering.



Thank you.


